They open 1NT. What do you do?
There are various conventions devised for this situation, but I will only show you 3. The playable ones – all of them
will give you good results and I will abstain from asking you to memorize too much.
1. Landy
2. DON’T (Disturb Opponents’ No Trump)
3. CAPP (Cappelletti)

Written in stone: 2NT over their NT = minors; and all 3’s are preemptive (good 6+ suit).

LANDY

(alertable)

This easy to remember convention is simply this: “Bid 2♣ to show that you have both majors.” You should have 9
cards in the majors at least (5-4, 5-5 or even 6-5). It is prudent to treat a 6-4 holding as a 1-suiter. All other 2-level
bids by you are natural.
(1NT) - 2♣ - (Pass) - ? Partner must select a major, or bid 2♦ to show no preference (2-2, e.g.) and then you can bid
your longer or better major. Jump in selected major if you have 4-carder support and 8+ points.

DON’T

(alertable)

Expounded by Mike Lawrence and Marty Bergen extensively, I love this convention, esp. if their NT is 15-17.
Since a double is rare, we will utilize it for another reason!
A bid of 2♣/2♦/2♥ will show a 2-suiter. viz. the suit named plus a suit that is higher ranking. Thus 2♣ will show C+D,
C+H or C+S. If you detest clubs, simply bid the next suit up and partner will pass or correct. Easy! A 2♥ bid over
their NT will show? Also note that with x, AQxxx, KJxx, xxx you have to choose a bid of 2♦ to show D + higher, ok?
Double is played as a 1-suiter. Partner is requested to bid 2C (alertable) whereafter you can bid your suit. You may
jump if you have a decent hand and a decent 6x suit . AQJxxx, xx, AK109, x. Bid DBLE, then 3♠ over the expected
2♣.

CAPP





(original form)

Double is strong (15+)
2♣ shows a 1-suiter hand – partner must bid 2♦ - then you pass or correct
2♦ shows both majors
2♥ and 2♠ = that major + a minor. Bid NT to ask what the minor is.

CAPP




(alertable)

(alertable)

S.A. changes are -

2♣ shows both majors. Partner bids 2♦ if no preference (2-2 or 3-3);
2♦ shows a 6-card major. Bid as if a multi 2♦ was opened;
2M is still M + m. The major must be 5+

STRENGTH
In 2nd seat, you should watch the vulnerability of course. Typically, you will boast a decent 10+
In 4th suit (1NT – P – P - ?) bid with as little as 7+ if 2-suiter! With a balanced hand, pass with up to 16 points. Don’t
be a hero! With x, KJxxx, KJxxx, xx 2D (don’t) or 2H (capp). With Axx, Kxxx, Axx, AQx please PASS (in tempo). 

Try these hands – East opened a strong 1NT. You are SOUTH.

The situation is now

(1NT) – P – (P) - ?

Well… do you prefer LANDY, DON’T or CAPP??
Remember – keep it simple – and have lots of fun with it!! Enjoy!

